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THE BELOW AND MUCH MORE ARE DISCUSSED IN THE BOOK 'TUG USE IN PORT'.
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This has resulted in situations where bollards
and/or fairleads have been damaged or even
ruptured from their foundations. There is no
clear relation between the power of tugs and
the strength of ship’s bitts and fairleads.

Some important aspects of the requirements
will be highlighted:
Shipboard fitting means bollards and bitts,
fairleads, stand rollers and chocks used for the
normal mooring of the ship and similar used
for the normal towing of the ship. Any weld,
bolt or other fastening connecting the
shipboard fitting to the supporting hull
structure is part of the shipboard fitting and
subject to any industry standard applicable to
such fitting. Supporting hull structure means
that part of the ship structure on/in which the
shipboard fitting is placed and which is directly
submitted to the forces exerted on the
shipboard fitting.
The design load used for normal towing
operations (e.g. harbour/manoeuvring) should
be 1.25 times the intended maximum towing
load (e.g. static bollard pull) as indicated on
the towing and mooring arrangement plan.

GUIDANCE ON
SHIPBOARD
TOWING AND
MOORING
EQUIPMENT
In 2005 IMO came out with MSC/Circ.
1175 `Guidance on Shipboard Towing
and Mooring Equipment', as a guideline
when applying SOLAS II-1/3-8. The
requirements mentioned in MSC/Circ.
1175 were introduced in the IACS
Members Rules (IACS Unified
Requirement (UR) A2. The requirements
became mandatory for all new
displacement type ships on 1 Jan 2007.
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SMALL ANGLES

The method of application of the design load to the fittings and supporting hull structure should be
taken into account such that the total load need not be more than twice the design load mentioned
above, which corresponds to 2.5 times the intended maximum towing load (e.g. the tug’s static bollard
pull) as indicated on the towing and mooring arrangement plan. This applies to fairleads, chocks and
stand rollers where the towline makes an angle and the resultant force on the fitting is thus higher
than the design load on the towline.
The Safe Working Load (SWL) used for normal towing operations (harbor/manoeuvring) should not
exceed 80% of the design load of 1.25, being 1 times the intended maximum towing load (e.g. static
bollard pull) as indicated on the towing and mooring arrangement plan.
Where the towline makes an angle the SWL of the fittings takes into account the larger forces on the
fittings due to that angle, as mentioned above.
The above provisions on SWL apply for a single post basis (no more than one turn of one line).
The towing and arrangements plan should define the method of use of towing lines.
The towing and mooring arrangements plan should include following information:
·

location on the ship;

·

fitting type;

·

SWL;

·

purpose (mooring/harbour towing/escort towing); and

·

method of applying load of towing or mooring line including limiting fleet angles.

The following questions arise:
1.

Does the intended maximum towing load (e.g. static bollard pull) as indicated on the towing and

mooring arrangement plan comply with reality in the port, such as the bollard pull of tugs in the port?
If this would be the case, which it isn’t, the effect of steep towlines and dynamic loads in the towline
are still not taken into account.
2.

The above rules apply to ships built on or after 2007. How is the situation on board ships before

that date?
IACS UR A2 “Shipboard fittings and supporting hull structures associated with towing and mooring on
conventional ships” (see above) exists since January 2004 and has regularly been updated. There are no
clear requirements before 2004 (probably shipyard standards).
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What about corrosion which often occurs on
deck and below deck in top part of ballast
tanks. Many vessels have ballast tanks in
forward and aft end for trim purposes and in
several cases the towing fittings are mounted
above these tanks.
Conclusion
It can be concluded that considering the bollard
pull of tugs, the forces in the towline, and the
present requirements for ship fittings, an unsafe
situation easily develops in ports, due to the fact
that powerful tugs may not be able to use full
power to keep the ship under control.
Recommendation
Always check on the towing and mooring
arrangements plan for the SWL of bitts and
fairleads to be used for towlines. Unless a higher
towing load is marked, the SWL for mooring
should be taken as the limiting load for the
bollard.
If bollards and fairleads are marked with TOW,
then this value can be used.
Use the lowest SWL value of bollard and fairlead
for the maximum allowable towline force, which
may result in tugs being unable to pull at full
power. In that case extra tugs might be needed.
Further work
Please be advised that both the circular and the
regulation are currently (2017) under review in an
IMO (SDC Sub-Committee) Correspondence Group.
SDC is not scheduled to complete its
consideration of this item until its meeting in
2019.
Any outputs from this work will then have to go to
the Maritime Safety Committee for finalisation.
Any amendment to SOLAS regulation II-1/3-8 will
not now enter into force until 1 January 2024
(according to the 4 year cycle of amendments for
SOLAS); though changes to MSC.1/Circ.1175 could
be agreed as early as May 2019 (if the meeting of
SDC that year, is sufficiently early that year)
though it could be May 2020 (as reported by IACS).
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